
S P R I N G  2 0 2 1  L O O K B O O K



For close-to-home fishing missions, longer walks with the dog,  

and safe get-togethers—finally outside! And we’ve got the  

apparel and gear to make the most of it. Enjoy!

Spring
is the time



ULTRALIGHT CITY RAIN JACKET
Field-tested performance hits the streets in our fully waterproof, highly breathable rain jacket made from 100% recycled 

stretch polyester for comfort. Fully taped seams, water-resistant zipper, and storm hood will keep you dry even in a 
downpour, while the soft touch interior creates better airflow. Pack easily into the hood. Men’s sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), 

L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Women’s sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20). Washable. Imported.
25ME  men’s  $229 

246N  women’s  $229

BREATHABLE STRETCHWATERPROOF WINDPROOF

women’s  
in black

men’s  
in tarragon



SUN DEFENSE HOODIE & QUARTER-ZIP
Cover up—don’t burn-up—in our ultralight UPF 50+ hoodie and quarter-zip. Typically, the lighter the fabric 
the less sun protection, but not our jersey knit. New anti-nIR (near infrared radiation) yarn reflects heat and 

breathes to both cool and protect. Plus, it dries quickly, wicks moisture, and fights odors with OutSmart® Fresh, 
making it perfect for fishing, workouts, or going out-and-about town for the day. Integrated thumb loops helps 
keep the sleeves down and create extra coverage for your hands. Men’s sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), 
XXL(50-52). Women’s sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20). Polyester/spandex. Washable. Imported.

29NZ men’s hoodie $69
29NY men’s quarter-zip $69
29MC women’s hoodie $69

29MF women’s quarter-zip $59

UPF
PROTECTION

BREATHABLE MOISTURE
WICKING

STRETCH

women’s  
in freshwater

men’s  
in fiddlehead



MEN’S TECH CHAMBRAY SHORTS
We used the same fabric from our best-selling Tech Chambray Work Shirts to create these lightweight, 

quick-drying, and moisture-wicking shorts with mechanical stretch woven in for all-day comfort. Triple-needle 
stitching and UPF 30+ sun protection. Even waist sizes 32-42; inseam 8½". Polyester. Washable. Imported. 

2Z14  $89

STRETCHMOISTURE
WICKING

UPF
PROTECTION

LIGHTWEIGHT

blue chambray



MEN’S EXCURSION SHIRT
Moisture wicking, odor blocking, quick drying, and easy stretching, this long-sleeved shirt’s fabric is an 
inspired blend of poly and SeaWool™ yarn (a combination of sustainably farmed, crushed oyster shells 
and post-consumer PET bottles). Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Washable. Imported.

27YF  $98

STRETCH

navy check

dark navy  
tattersall

light blue

navy/gray

MOISTURE
WICKING



PROTECT. EDUCATE. INSPIRE.
Because passion for the natural world is at the core of our business.

We have a long history of giving back to our communities and the environment. For more than 

160 years the Orvis mission has been to guide its patrons to lead more fulfilling lives through a 

deep personal connection to the adventure and wonders of the natural world. Orvis has been 

family owned, Vermont based, and committed to conservation since 1856. 

We work hard to protect wild spaces, champion our canine companions, design innovative and 

low-environmental-impact products, and increase participation in a sport that we believe fosters 

much-needed environmental stewardship. We have a lot to be proud of this year. 

To learn more about 5% for Nature and view our Impact Report  

visit orvis.com/impactreport. 



TERRA DYE SWEATSHIRT DRESS
Give your shorts and tees a rest and slip into the eco-conscious comfort of our pure cotton slub terry 
dress. The beachy, sun-kissed color is created using mineral dyes, an environmentally safer method 
that uses 50% less water and energy than conventional pigment dyes. Available in multiple colors. 

Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 36" long. Washable. Imported.
29JN  $89

BREATHABLE SOFT

sea glass



WOMEN’S EXPLORER JOGGERS
Amazingly soft, naturally breathable, and environmentally friendly blend of Lenzing™ Tencel®, cotton, and spandex 
for stretch sports an elastic-back drawstring waist for absolute comfort. Finished with patch pockets on front and 

back. Multiple colors available. Easy Fit, with a mid rise. Sizes XS-XL; 27" inseam. Washable. Imported.
2Z35  $89

STRETCH

tarragon



Faith Briggs, a Brown Folks 
Fishing ambassador, lands 

a big one on a fishing trip in 
Belize, where she traveled 
to check off two bucket list 

species—permit and bonefish.

ANGLING FOR ALL PLEDGE
Last summer, Brown Folks Fishing (BFF), an organization committed to building 

community and expanding access among Black, Indigenous, and People of Color 

(BIPOC) in fishing and its industry, launched the Angling for All Pledge with Orvis 

as the inaugural pledgee. The pledge seeks to dismantle systemic barriers  

to entry and participation at all levels of the fishing industry.  

Learn more at orvis.com.



MEN’S PRO ZIPPER WADER
The PRO Wader is the most durable, abrasion resistant, and feature-rich wader we’ve ever made. Built with exclusive 100% CORDURA® 

fabric with four layers in the upper and five layers in the lower. TI-Zip® Masterseal waterproof zipper, tested for more than 200 days, 
provides a remarkable level of combined convenience and performance. In the upper are split fleece-lined handwarmer pockets, two 

external storage pockets with YKK AquaGuard® coated zippers, and split Hypalon daisy chain. Two internal storage pockets. Adjustable 
elastic suspenders with opposing buckles. Removable OrthoLite® X25 knee pads, PU cage mesh gravel guards, and anatomically 
correct neoprene booties. Athletic Fit. 14 sizes S-XXL including short and long sizes. Wader weighs approximately 48 oz. (medium 

regular). 100% nylon shell with polyurethane membrane. 100% nylon tricot liner. Imported.
20N1   $698

PUNCTURE
RESISTANT

WATERPROOF

shadow



PRO BOA WADING BOOT 
Experience easy on-and-off with instant lacing and more even tension and comfort throughout the PRO Wading Boot, 

the most advanced wading boot in the industry with consistent tension throughout the boot for a better fit and enhanced 
all-day comfort. The PRO Wading Boot is built on a Michelin® outsole compound specifically designed for fly fishing. The 

Michelin Outdoor Extreme outsole offers 25% better abrasion resistance and a resounding 43% improvement in wet 
rubber traction. Wider footprint for stability and a lug pattern that reduces shock. Two-layer midsole has a co-molded ESS 
plate and a shock-absorbing Phylon midsole for improves “river feel.” OrthoLite® 3D molded X25 insole designed for high-
impact sports. An industry-first cast PU upper eliminates seams while providing a zoned cage for added stability, grip, and 
extreme abrasion resistance. Higher cut for ankle support and lined with closed-cell foam. Scratch rubber at the toe cap 

and heel. Oversized heel pull. Weighs 50 oz. in size 10. Men’s whole sizes 7-14 (Women’s equivalent sizes 8-15). Imported.
261S  $279

shadow



ORVIS BUG OUT BACKPACK
A fishing backpack by design, but easily crosses over to travel. Streamlined design offers top and side-entry access with 

internal zippered drop pocket and removable divider. Back panel Fat Lip net holder for quick access. External water bottle/
rod tube holder with deployable extension to lower rod tube. Shoulder strap docking stations and fly patch, plus buckle 

receivers for the compatible Chest Pack and Chest/Hip Pack.  Padded front pocket accommodates a hydration bladder or 
laptop. Tricot-lined sunglass/phone pocket on top flap. Ridged back panel for increased air flow and tuck-away hip straps. 
11½"W x 21"H x 8"D. 25L/1526 cu. in. Weight: 1 kg/2.2 lbs. Shell: 100% recycled ECO CORDURA 600 denier polyester with 

strategic TPU coating. Liner: 100% recycled 200 denier polyester. Spot clean. Imported.
25FN  $189

sand



ORVIS SLING PACK 
The best-selling Orvis Sling Pack updated and improved for durability with innovative new features. The 100% recycled 
ECO CORDURA® platform is designed to store, organize, and offer easy, intuitive accessibility. New features include the 
Tippet Whippet recessed docking station with tippet bar included. Main compartment has zippered security pocket with 
key fob and stretch mesh pockets. Front drop-down has zippered pocket with elastic mesh slip pockets. Lo-pro zinger/

nipper pass through, easy swing handle, and water bottle holder. Front strap “dashboard” offers multiple docking 
stations. 17"L x 9¾"W x 6½"D. 11L/671 cu. in. Weight: 500g/1.1 lbs.. Shell: 100% recycled ECO CORDURA 600 denier 

polyester with strategic TPU coating. Liner: 100% recycled 200 denier polyester. Spot clean. Imported.
25FR  $98

Fishe® Wear camouflage sand



MEN’S PRO LT HOODIE 
Extremely versatile hooded jacket that by itself or as a layer will be at the top of your “essentials” list. Easily packs down 

small enough to fit in a pack. A full-zip jacket with single adjust hood and adjustable hem. Two zippered handwarmer 
pockets and a low profile, welded-stretch chest pocket. The DWR finish sheds moisture and the tightly woven, yet highly 
breathable double-weave fabric resists punctures and keeps you cool when active. Ample stretch for ease of movement 

and comfort. Stretchy contour cuffs have a comfortable, close fit. In camouflage. Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-
48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/spandex body. Nylon/spandex side panels and cuffs. Washable. Imported.

27XB  $149

WATER
RESISTANT

BREATHABLE STRETCHPUNCTURE
RESISTANT

camouflage



HEAVY-DUTY FABRIC 
guaranteed colorfast and 
tested to stand up to years 
of claws and washings

HEALTHY SUPPORT 
USA-made Orvis Memory Foam 
is made to human standards 
and calibrated for canines 

ACCIDENT PROTECTION 
a waterpoof barrier keeps the 
memory foam clean and dry

THE BEST HARDWARE  
AVAILABLE 
Orvis uses only YKK® zippers, 
proven to last and stay closed

LOFT THAT LASTS 
rigorous testing proved that USA-made 
ComfortFill-Eco™ has virtually no loss of 
loft after 21/2 years of normal use

ALL DOGS HAVE A NATURAL INSTINCT TO DEN. 
Have you ever found your pup under a desk or bed? We’ve designed our Bolster Bed based on canine behavior and to satisfy 
their need for a safe place to call their own. The walls created by the bolster help dogs feel secure. Comfort is important too, 

so we’ve filled the bolster with a plush fill to give them a soft place to rest their head. The generous interior provides room 
to stretch out. All the components of our beds are top quality, from the durable upholstery-grade covers to the range of 

cushion options that ensure every dog gets the rest they need to feel healthy and happy.   

SCIENCE
Behind the SHAPE

B U I L D I N G  A  B E T T E R  B E D : 
T H E  O R V I S  M E M O R Y  F O A M  B O L S T E R  B E D

114–258 PLASTIC  
BOTTLES WERE 
RECYCLED FOR  
THE FILL IN THIS BED

See our full selection of dog beds online at orvis.com/dog-bed-selector



HOSE OFF CARGO TRAVEL DOG BED
Get ready for outings at the beach, your favorite stream, or campsite with this easy-care, comfortable 
cargo dog bed. Ultradurable, hose-off fabric makes clean up a breeze. (Removable cover can also be 
machine washed.) The padding is cushy, yet leaves headroom for larger dogs. Handles fit between 

backrest and deck to keep the bed from sliding. 42"W x 40"D. Polyester. Imported.
293S  $149

khaki

WATER
RESISTANT



CERAMIC DOG BOWL
Our Orvis-exclusive handmade dog bowl is crafted in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Artisans 
replicated vintage artwork from antique engravings. Human-grade glazes are lead 
and cadmium free. 8"W x 3½"D. Capacity: 3 qts. Dishwasher safe.  MADE IN USA

3AAG  $79

green

blue

white



FLY FISHING 101
TEN YEARS AGO, we decided to teach folks to fish for free. Today, not only do students receive free 

instruction from trained and certified guides, but we also give them a free 1-year membership with Trout 
Unlimited (TU), whose mission is to conserve, protect, and restore North America’s cold-water fisheries and 
their watersheds. In ten years, we have taught over 250,000 people how to fly fish and signed up 10,000 
new members with TU. Take a lesson at your local store or online. Learn more at orvis.com/flyfishing101.



ABOUT ORVIS

Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created by 

sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities. Orvis 

pioneered the mail-order business in the United States, operates more than 80 

retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers 

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world. Orvis 

promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences and to protect nature 

by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

CONTACT: Maggie Edmunds, PR Manager, The Orvis Company, Inc.
802.362.8547  |  edmundsm@orvis.com

LEARN MORE AT ORVIS.COM




